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September 17, 2018 

 

 

The Honorable Ralph S. Northam 

1111 East Broad Street 

Richmond, VA  23219 

 

Dear Governor Northam, 

 

The Arlington County Board has long been supportive of expanding Medicaid Coverage 

to all Virginians.  We are excited that Cover Virginia will allow an estimated 3,000 of our 

residents the opportunity for health coverage.  We are grateful for your leadership on this issue, 

and for your achievement of a bipartisan solution that gives 400,000 low-income Virginians 

access to government health insurance. We thank you also for your partnership in addressing the 

need for truly effective mental health services for Virginians. 

 

We therefore respectfully bring to your attention the harm that would be caused by the 

reduction in state general funds associated with Medicaid expansion that would be done to 

Community Services Boards (CSBs). The reduction for Arlington County is a significant 

$600,000 for this fiscal year and $1,600,000 for FY 2020.  Arlington County anticipates another 

very difficult budget year and cannot make up this reduction in state funding.  

 

While we understand that DMAS and DBHDS are working together closely to facilitate 

CSB clients enrolling as soon as the system for Cover Virginia is up, we feel strongly that this 

reduction for FY 2019 is not in the best interest of the safety and well-being of our 

community.  We therefore request that the DBHDS reduction to CSBs be restored during 

initial implementation of Cover Virginia, and that the state review the impact of the 

reductions to CSBs for FY 2020 and beyond as well. Here are some of the issues that concern 

us: 

 

Insufficient time for budget forecasting: With the delayed passage of the FY 19-20 

budget, there has been insufficient time for CSBs to do accurate budget forecasting. 

 

Many unknown variables:  DBHDS assumes that CSBs will recoup the lost funds 

through billing for services rendered to clients who will apply for Medicaid, be screened, found 

eligible, and have their services authorized by one of the six Managed Care Organizations 
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(MCOs) prior to January 1, 2019.  Arlington County Department of Human Services fiscal staff, 

however, estimate that we will collect only $185,000 vs. the DBHD projection of $850,000 in 

new Medicaid revenues in FY 2019. 

 

Varying estimates as to how may current CSB clients might be eligible for Medicaid 

expansion: Estimates vary as to how many current CSB clients might be eligible for Medicaid 

expansion. Many residents of Arlington County who are income-eligible under Cover Virginia 

likely will be found ineligible due to their legal status.  Many individuals served by the CSB lack 

the capacity to apply and agree to become Medicaid recipients.  Even with support from their 

case workers, it may take significant time to enable those individuals to apply.  Arlington CSB 

currently provides services to uninsured persons ineligible for Medicaid coverage, and the 

proposed state fund reductions will impede this ability if forecasted revenues are not realized. 

 

New business model: CSBs are still adjusting to the new business model of six Medicaid 

Managed Care Organizations.  CSBs must obtain service authorization and may be denied that 

authorization even though service is provided.  With the implementation of Same Day Access, 

CSBs must provide same day service regardless of payment source and service authorization.  

 

Lack of timely reimbursement through the MCOs also has been an issue for CSBs, 

impacting cash flow. For instance, CSB clients may decide to receive their services elsewhere 

through other providers.  At the same time, behavioral health issues are more likely to be 

represented in the expansion population, and CSBs may find themselves with far more clients 

than capacity while simultaneously facing reduced state funding.   

 

Due to all these factors, if the revenue projected by the DBHDS is not realized, we will 

have to reduce CSB services and staffing. To avoid this necessity, we request that the FY 2019 

reduction to CSBs be restored to allow the state to evaluate the revenue stream related to 

Medicaid expansion, and that DBHDS re-examine the assumptions for the FY 20 and beyond 

budgets. 

 

 Sincerely, 

 Katie Cristol, Chair 

  

 Arlington County Board  

 

 


